Taking Stock of the CSHCN Screener: A Review of Common Questions and Current Reflections
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Abstract

Since 2000, the Children with Special Health Care Needs (CSHCN) Screener (CS) has been widely used nationally, by states, and locally as a standardized and brief survey-based method to identify populations of children who experience chronic physical, mental, behavioral, or other conditions and who also require types and amounts of health and related services beyond those routinely used by children. Common questions about the CS include those related to its development and uses; its conceptual framework and potential for under- or over-identification; its ability to stratify CSHCN by complexity of service needs and daily life impacts; and its potential application in clinical settings and comparisons with other identification approaches. This review recaps the development, design, and findings from the use of the CS and synthesizes findings from studies conducted over the past 13 years as well as updated findings on the CS to briefly address
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the 12 most common questions asked about this tool through technical assistance provided regarding the CS since 2001. Across a range of analyses, the CS consistently identifies a subset of children with chronic conditions who need or use more than a routine type or amount of medical- and health-related services and who share common needs for health care, including care coordination, access to specialized and community-based services, and enhanced family engagement. Scoring algorithms exist to stratify CSHCN by complexity of needs and higher costs of care. Combining CS data with clinical diagnostic code algorithms may enhance capacity to further identify meaningful subgroups. Clinical application is most suited for identifying and characterizing populations of patients and assessing quality and system improvement impacts for children with a broad range of chronic conditions. Other clinical applications require further implementation research. Use of the CS in clinical settings is limited because integration of standardized patient-reported health information is not yet common practice in most settings or in electronic health records. The CS continues to demonstrate validity as a non-condition-specific, population-based tool that addresses many of the limits of condition or diagnosis checklists, including the relatively low prevalence of many individual conditions and substantial within-diagnosis variations and across-diagnoses similarities in health service needs, functioning, and quality of care.
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Background

Since 1998, legislative mandates have required the Maternal and Child Health Bureau (MCHB) to monitor system performance for US children with special health care needs (CSHCN), a process that requires population-based identification of CSHCN. For this purpose, CSHCN are broadly defined as those who “have or who are at increased risk of having a physical, mental, emotional or other type of health condition requiring a type or amount of health and related services beyond that required by children generally.” More recent national legislation requires health systems and/or providers to identify CSHCN to assess accessibility and quality of health care services for this growing population of children. Specifically, the Children’s Health Insurance Plan Reauthorization Act (CHIPRA) and the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) require quality measures to be reported separately for CSHCN. ACA-related initiatives to incentivize the development of primary care medical homes include similar requirements, and the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) has issued a set of administrative data-based diagnostic codes to assist in doing so.

The CSHCN Screener (CS) has been widely used as a method to identify CSHCN based primarily on the MCHB definition. This 5-item, parent-reported screening instrument requires an average of 1 minute for parents to complete and identifies 15% to 20% of US children, depending on their health and service needs and the presence of any kind of chronic condition. Nationally, data on the CS for over 1.5 million children have been

In response to the persistent and growing need to identify CSHCN for population health and quality measurement and improvement purposes, we recap the development, design features, and population prevalence findings using the CS since 2000, and we briefly address commonly posed questions about its conceptual framework, potential for under- and over-identification, ability to stratify children once identified, and application in clinical settings and in combination with administrative data approaches.

**Review of CS Development, Design, and Prevalence Findings**

The CS was designed during 1998–2000 through a national collaborative led by the Child and Adolescent Health Measurement Initiative (CAHMI) and supported by the David and Lucile Packard Foundation and Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality.11–13 It was initially designed to identify a robust and sufficiently large group of children for measuring quality of care for CSHCN across health plans in the Consumer Assessment of Health Plans Survey for Children with Chronic Condition (CAHPS-CCC). Subsequently, it was validated as a population-based tool for estimating the prevalence of CSHCN and for comparing needs and health care system performance across states and population subgroups in the NS-CSHCN.13

CSHCN can be characterized along a continuum according to the types of chronic health conditions experienced and the frequency, consistency, scope, and intensity of services required (Fig. 1). With a focus on quality measurement and system performance measurement, the national collaboration assembled to develop the CS agreed to not include children at risk for special health care needs (SHCN) but instead to focus on identifying children with existing SHCN who are most vulnerable to weakness in quality and system performance. They also agreed to target identification of a broad range of children, requiring only that the child experience any type of ongoing health condition that results in a need for an above-routine type or amount of health and related services.

After careful review of a range of conceptual models, including administrative data–based methods, the conceptual and empirical foundation from the Questionnaire to Identify Children With Chronic Conditions (QuICCC)14 and the Questionnaire for Identifying Children with Chronic Conditions—Revised (QuICCC-R)15 was selected as the framework for the CS. Key features include: 1) a non-categorical definition that is not dependent upon diagnostic lists; 2) the use of service need and/or functional consequences of ongoing conditions as the method of identifying children; and 3) confirmation of eligibility based on the presence of any type of chronic condition and duration of at least 12 months.12–20 Exhibit A and Exhibit B (available online at http://www.academicpedsjnl.net) provide a synthesis of the specific questions and key design parameters considered during the 2-year collaborative development of the CSHCN Screener (CS) survey-based tool.
As a result of response rate concerns and costs of measurement for the CAHPS and NS-CSHCN, brevity was essential for the survey-based CS. Starting with over 39 candidate items largely adapted from the QuICCC,17 and based on iteratively evaluated results of qualitative and quantitative analyses, 5 parent-reported stem items were selected for inclusion in the CS, each including 1 or 2 follow-up items to discern CSHCN classification. The 5 stem items assess: 1) need or use of prescription medication; 2) above-routine use of medical, mental health, or educational services compared to other children of the same age; 3) activity limitations in day-to-day life compared to similar age children; 4) need or use of specialized therapies; and 5) need or use of treatment or counseling for an emotional, behavioral, or developmental condition. As in the QuICCC, follow-up items are used to confirm that affirmative responses to each stem item are due to a physical, mental, behavioral, or other health condition that has or is expected to last at least 12 months. Although CSHCN experience many more consequences than those directly evaluated in the CS, the 5 stem items in the CS were selected to capture the health service and health-related consequences experienced by virtually all children identified as CSHCN using the longer set of survey items.

Recent data from the 2011–2012 NSCH show that 30.1% of US children have parents who gave an affirmative response to 1 or more of the 5 consequences-based CS stem items, and 59.2% to 83.4% of children (across items) have parents who indicated that these consequences were “due to a condition.” Even though repeated testing shows that parents largely interpret the word condition to indicate an ongoing health problem, a final follow-up question asks whether the child’s condition has lasted or is expected to last at least 12 months to ensure that the condition is a chronic condition. Most of those with affirmative responses to the first “due to a condition” follow-up item met the duration-of-condition criterion (90.4% to 97.3% across the 5 items).

US prevalence estimates for CSHCN using the CS range from 12.8% in the 2001 NS-CSHCN to 19.8% in the 2011–2012 NSCH. The upward trend in CSHCN prevalence since the first NS-CSHCN was conducted in 2001 is consistent with other national survey data showing rising prevalence of childhood chronic conditions and limitation of activity due to chronic conditions.21 Prevalence estimates of CSHCN using the CS in population-based surveys in other countries are similar.22,23

However, CSHCN prevalence estimates may differ between surveys depending on how the CS is administered to parents with more than 1 child.10 Similar to findings for questions that identify persons with disabilities or health problems,24 CSHCN prevalence is generally lower when surveys use a family-level CS (“Do any of your children need or use . ?” and if yes, “Who?”) rather than a sequential person-level CS (“Does Amy need or use . ?” followed by “Does Bob need or use. ?”).10 Despite these variations, once identified using the CS, demographic and health-related characteristics of CSHCN and distributions identified across qualifying criteria are consistent.10
Common Questions Related to the CS

Common questions regarding the CS were identified through an assessment of published studies using the CS and through logs kept by CAHMI, which provided technical assistance to CS users since 2000. In addition, common questions asked of statistical experts at the National Center for Health Statistics were identified. Exhibit B lists 12 common questions addressed in this review. Brief answers to each are provided here for each question and largely draw on findings from previously published studies and official in-depth government-sponsored reports used in the evaluation of the CS for use in the CAHPS and national surveys. This includes findings from the non-publicly released 2005–2006 NS-CSHCN referent sample of children without SHCN. These data permitted a robust assessment of the potential under- or over-identification of CSHCN using the CS. Using more recent data from the 2009–2010 NS-CSHCN, we updated results of previously published analyses specifying algorithms to identify subgroups of CSHCN according to the complexity of their health and health service needs.

In addition, we report on findings from data collected during the initial (1998–2000) field testing of the CS. These findings were widely reviewed and included in official documentation provided by the CAHMI to the Agency for Healthcare Research Quality and the National Committee for Quality Assurance in 1999, when the latter endorsed the use of the CS as part of a 2-stage, mixed-data method specified by the CAHMI to identify CSHCN in the CAHPS-CCC.\textsuperscript{11,25–27}

Finally, we report results from analyses conducted to inform identification of CSHCN in pediatric practices and hospital settings. Specifically, we compare health care utilization and expenditures for CSHCN identified by the CS to those identified using a diagnostic code list set forth for use by providers participating in the Affordable Care Act’s Patient Centered Primary Care Home Program (Section 2703).\textsuperscript{9} The 2008 MEPS Full Year Consolidated Data File was used for these analyses, and a standard 2-part model\textsuperscript{28} was used to accommodate the skewed distribution of health care expenditures, adjusting for age, sex, race/ethnicity, and household income. Although youth and adult self-reported versions of the screener have been developed and used in national samples, here we only report findings from the parent-reported version of the CS.\textsuperscript{29,30}

Questions regarding the conceptual logic of the CS

What is the rationale for using a non-condition-specific identification method anchored to health-related consequences?

Identification of children on the basis of the consequences they experience from a health problem was first promulgated by Pless and Pinkerton\textsuperscript{31} and rested on the observations that: 1) many service need and functional, psychological, and social consequences of childhood health problems are common across different diseases; 2) there is great variation in service needs and functioning (consequences) within diagnostic groups;\textsuperscript{16,32–34} and 3) elicit valid information about the presence of specific chronic conditions by either parent report or medical records is impractical and highly prone to errors.\textsuperscript{11–13,35–37} Thus, use of a non-condition-specific method for the CS was selected in recognition of these factors and
inherent limits of diagnostic-based methods, including limitations in the standardization, accessibility, and validity of clinical administrative data, especially where CSHCN rely on services from multiple systems whose data systems are not integrated. Additional rationales were the relatively low prevalence of many individual conditions and the need for a sufficiently robust CSHCN prevalence to support quality measurement with reliable denominators at the health plan or clinical level.\textsuperscript{16,38} Using the CS consequences-based approach, those identified are more homogeneous in health care needs and health-related consequences\textsuperscript{14,33,39} and impacts than are children identified based on the condition check list alone.\textsuperscript{19,40,41}

**Why aren’t all children identified as CSHCN at one point in time identified as CSHCN at a second, later point in time?**

Only 87.1\% of children identified as CSHCN in the 2003–2004 MEPS were identified in the 2005–2006 MEPS.\textsuperscript{42} Other diagnostic and physical examination methods display similar test–retest reliability (or lack thereof) over time.\textsuperscript{21,43} Children move in and out of classification schemes as a result of changes in their diagnosis, treatment plan, symptoms, or development. A small amount of this movement may be the result of measurement error (including, for example, a change in which parent completed the screener). It is common for health status and utilization for a child with chronic health problems to vary over time.\textsuperscript{44}

**Why is there a separate item on treatment or counseling for an ongoing emotional, developmental, or behavioral condition?**

The emotional, developmental, and behavioral (EDB) conditions and treatment criterion are included to optimize the possibility of capturing children with EDB conditions and who have needs for nonmedical, health-related services. Cognitive testing of candidate CS items revealed that some parents of children with EDB conditions did not consider them to be health conditions, and their children would be under-identified without a separate item.\textsuperscript{11,25–27} For example, on the basis of data from the 2009–2010 NS-CSHCN, children with 1 or more ongoing EDB condition that requires counseling or treatment represent 31.8\% of the CSHCN population, with half qualifying only on this criterion. This criterion also enables stratification of CSHCN by EDB conditions. CSHCN with EDB conditions often experience greater unmet needs, child and family impacts, and deficits of quality of care than other CSHCN.\textsuperscript{21,45}

**Questions related to potential under- and over-identification**

**Why aren’t all children reported as having chronic conditions or functional difficulties counted as CSHCN?**

By design, not all children whose parents separately report presence of a chronic condition or functional difficulties are identified as CSHCN using the CS. This is due to the wide range of needs and complexity within diagnostic groups\textsuperscript{16,32–34} as well as inherent errors in diagnosis and reporting, whether by parents or clinicians.\textsuperscript{11–13,35–37} Analysis of the 2005–2006 NS-CSHCN referent sample shows that if all children whose parents reported that they had been diagnosed with 1 or more of 20 listed chronic conditions and/or experience 1 or more of 14 listed functional difficulties were counted as CSHCN, the prevalence would have
been 34.4% compared to 13.9% using the CS. Similarly, in the 2011–2012 NSCH, 23.6% of all US children had parents who reported 1 or more of 18 listed chronic conditions, yet only 65.8% qualified as CSHCN using the CS. Analysis of the 2011–2012 NSCH and NS-CSHCN 2005–2006 referent sample data sets document that children not meeting CS criteria but who have parents reporting the presence of chronic conditions also have significantly and substantially lower rates of 1) services use, 2) unmet need, 3) inadequate insurance, 4) developmental and behavioral concerns, 5) above-routine amount of missed school, and 6) poor school engagement. As expected, observed rates are higher than those of non-CSHCN whose parents do not report conditions, but they are nonetheless far lower than CSHCN, suggesting that this may be a group of children to classify as being at risk for CSHCN.46

Similar to reports of conditions, almost 1 (19.2%) in 5 children without SHCN had 1 or more of the 14 functional difficulties asked about in the 2005–2006 NS-CSHCN.34,46–48 However, for these children, their functional difficulties did not result in a commensurate report of service needs or use or ongoing limitations in day-to-day activities due to a health condition. This is not unexpected, as functional difficulties may also be minor or due to transient acute conditions or injuries common in childhood.46

**Why is the prevalence of CSHCN lower for Hispanic children?**

A frequent question about the CS is whether the lower prevalence estimates observed for Hispanic children are the result of differential access to care, differences in cultural understanding, or translational issues. National- and state-level CSHCN prevalence for Hispanic children from Spanish-language households has been consistently estimated to be less than half that of Hispanic children from English-language households.10,49,50 The interview language remains a strong predictor of lower prevalence estimates, even when statistically controlling for group differences in age, sex, race/ethnicity, and household poverty level.10 The Spanish-language translation of the CS has undergone multiple rounds of cognitive testing, confirming that parents correctly understood CS concepts and answered translated questions appropriately, and translations did not require revisions.51 To date, studies have not demonstrated that access to care or parental knowledge of their child’s health influences identification of CSHCN overall. Lower prevalence for Hispanic children living in Spanish-speaking homes is consistent with other studies on the health of Hispanic children51–53 and it is therefore presumed to not be due to unique characteristics of the CS per se. Rather, it appears that lower rates for children living in Spanish-speaking homes reflects other issues related to cultural views on health and cultural norms related to health-seeking behavior or reporting health problems and concerns.

**Do problems with health care access lead to under-identification of CSHCN?**

Ensuring the CS does not select among CSHCN with better access to care was a central goal in its development and testing. When access to care is limited, a child may not be identified as having a health condition and/or may not receive needed services. To attenuate the risk of not identifying a child as CSHCN due to access barriers, the CS was designed to identify children with chronic conditions with an elevated need for or use of services. Nonetheless,
some CSHCN may go undetected because their parents do not perceive a need or health condition that may in fact exist and consequently do not access the health care system.

Analyses consistently show that children living in poverty are more likely than other children to be identified as CSHCN (adjusted odds ratio $\approx 1.4–1.5$). Because lower household income is generally associated with problems accessing health care regardless of level of need, we believe that health care access is not likely to have a strong influence on the identification of CSHCN. Similarly, children experiencing delayed or foregone health care are also more likely to be identified as CSHCN (adjusted odds ratio = 2.86). We recommend additional evaluations to ensure that the CS optimizes the identification of children meeting criteria as CSHCN. Of course, in the absence of a gold standard set of criteria, such evaluations must be done against a clear definition of CSHCN and set of qualifying criteria.

Allergies and asthma are the most common conditions reported among CSHCN. Are children with only these conditions really CSHCN?

On the basis of national data, more than half of CSHCN have parent-reported environmental or food allergies, and about one third have asthma. Some data users question whether these children should be considered CSHCN, presumably due to assumptions that they have inherently lower health and health service need and impacts than children with other types of chronic conditions. Because it is the most commonly named condition, some even erroneously conclude that most CSHCN are children with allergies and fail to account for the fact that nearly 90% of these children have co-occurring conditions with related health needs and impacts.

It is true that children who qualified on the CS and had only asthma (7% of CSHCN) or only allergies (11% of CSHCN) or both asthma and allergies (16% of CSHCN) were less likely than other CSHCN to experience health-related consequences, such as functional difficulties and impacts on the family. However, they were significantly more likely to experience these consequences when compared to non-CSHCN (Table 1). It is also important to note that some children in this “asthma and/or allergies only” group experience much higher levels of need and impact on daily functioning than children with conditions commonly considered more serious, such as cerebral palsy, cystic fibrosis, and epilepsy. For instance, 54.2% of CSHCN with allergies experience difficulties with 1 or more daily activities compared to 47.6% of CSHCN with cystic fibrosis. Similarly, 93.8% of CSHCN with asthma experience difficulties with 1 or more bodily functions compared to 83.2% of CSHCN with cerebral palsy.

Many CSHCN qualify only on the prescription medications need or use criterion. Are these really CSHCN?

Nearly 40% of CSHCN qualify only on the prescription medication need or use CS criterion. A frequent question is whether CSHCN meeting only the prescription medication criterion should be categorized as CSHCN. As shown in Table 2, using data from the 2009–2010 NS-CSHCN, those who qualify only on the prescription medication need or use criterion do appear to have less complex needs compared to other CSHCN. However, this is not
uniformly the case. More importantly, these children have much higher rates of health services utilization and greater numbers of health conditions and functional difficulties compared to non-CSHCN. The MEPS data show that CSHCN qualifying only on the prescription medication need or use criterion had medical care expenditures that were 3 times higher than for non-CSHCN ($2,705 vs $856) (Table 2).4 Prior studies based on a comparable item included in the QuICCC demonstrate evidence that many children who receive medication on a prolonged basis for a chronic condition would in fact have consequences in terms of their daily lives if they failed to take these medications.14

Why does the CS include an item on activity limitations when such limitations are not specifically mentioned in the MCHB definition?

The CS activity limitation criterion was included in order to improve the probability of identifying CSHCN whose conditions have a large impact on their daily functioning but whose need for health services may be more intermittent or unpredictable.56 Although over 92% of children qualifying on this criterion qualify on other CS criteria as well, those who qualify on this criterion alone (1.9% of identified CSHCN, or approximately 273,000 children, based on 2011–2012 NSCH data) disproportionately include children with vision problems (eg, blindness), intellectual disabilities, cerebral palsy, spina bifida, or some combination of these. It is important to identify these children as CSHCN when using the CS to support systems of care for CSHCN.

Dropping the activity limitations CS criterion would only reduce the national prevalence of CSHCN by 0.4 percentage points (from 19.8% to 19.4% using the 2011–2012 NSCH). Despite this, its inclusion is maintained because of the unique children identified by this criterion alone as well as because of the power of this single item to provide a useful stratifying variable for CSHCN. Repeated testing documents that although nearly all CSHCN experience 1 or more of the 14 functional difficulties on the NS-CSHCN, reports of having a limitation in day-to-day activities due to a chronic condition are much rarer and differentiate CSHCN with greater needs and impacts due to their condition (Table 3).12,13

It should be noted that the activity limitations CS qualifying criterion is not intended to serve as a disability screener or as a substitute for a more complete assessment of functional difficulties CSHCN experience. The question itself is cognitively complex, asking parents to consider not only their own children’s capabilities but also those of other children of the same age. Questions about specific functional domains are more specific and easier to answer, but the desired brevity of the CS precluded the addition of such questions. Nevertheless, validity analyses continue to demonstrate that this item performs as intended for purposes of identifying CSHCN.

Question about stratification

Can data for children identified by the CS be further stratified to provide information about complexity according to the type, severity, impact of health conditions, or type or intensity of health care needs?

Children identified using the CS vary in the complexity of their SHCN. Since first used in the CAHPS-CCC and the 2001 NS-CSHCN, scoring algorithms based on the number and
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type of CS criteria have been used to differentiate subgroups of CSHCN according to impact on the family, medical expenditures, and complexity of child’s condition. Although options for identifying more or less complex CSHCN using the CS vary according to the user’s purpose, the methodologies listed in Table 2 have been shown to discriminate subgroups according to costs of care. These groups also discriminate among CSHCN according to complexity of service needs, functional impact of conditions, and costs of care. Table 3 illustrates these and additional differences across these complexity subgroups.

Questions of application across settings and in comparison with other methods

Can the CS be used to identify children for clinical purposes? If so, can a health care professional complete the CS for patients?

The CS was initially designed to identify, characterize, and monitor the health and health care quality for populations of children in health plans and national and state geographic contexts. It has since been used in pediatric practices and hospitals to identify populations of patients for a variety of purposes. Because many providers may not be aware of all services a child receives outside of their clinic or of the child’s day-to-day functioning, the CS may be valuable in identifying populations of CSHCN within a practice’s panel of patients, some of whom the practice would not otherwise consider to be CSHCN. Conversely, because the CS selects a subset of children with conditions who experience service use and other consequences, we also expect some children clinicians consider to be CSHCN on the basis of diagnosis alone would not be identified. We do not believe there is sufficient evidence to recommend that providers/clinical staff complete the CS on behalf of parents because they may not be aware of all the services a child receives or how their conditions impact their daily life. More research is required to determine the value and methods for using the CS in clinical settings for purposes other than identifying populations of CSHCN for quality measurement or improvement or to refer to children programs specific to CSHCN.

How does use of the CS compare to administrative methods for identifying CSHCN?

Field test findings conducted during CS development included comparison of classifications by the CS with classifications using a diagnostic list set forth by the then active Research Consortium on Children with Chronic Conditions (RCCCC) as well as the more complex Clinical Risk Groups (CRG) methodology, which is based on administrative records. Half of children (52%) identified on the RCCCC-derived diagnostic algorithm met CS criteria. Similar results have been reported comparing the CS to algorithms that are based on data about conditions and service use from the National Health Interview Survey. Comparisons consistently show that children identified by the CS have greater utilization of health services compared to children identified by these other methods alone.

A 90% agreement at the child level (identified or not identified) was observed between the CS classifications and the CRG algorithm. Despite this agreement, the CS identified 5% to 10% more children as CSHCN across the health plans evaluated in the study than the CRG method did, indicating that nearly all identified by the CRG method are identified by the
CS, but the reverse is not true. Rather, only 72.7% of children who met the CS were classified as CSHCN using the CRG administrative data–based methodology. As mentioned earlier, lack of a diagnosis in administrative records for children identified as CSHCN by the CS could be due to a child receiving diagnoses or services in settings other than those in the database, errors in coding, or inaccurate or missed diagnoses. Children can also have SHCN due to elevated service needs for an ongoing condition that is either complex or not yet diagnosed. The latter occurs when diagnostic criteria are less certain or valid, which is one reason for the disproportionate representation of younger children among those identified by the CS who do not have a medical records-based diagnosis.

Comparison of the CS and CRG showed that if the CRG methodology is used alone, at a population level, children with chronic conditions and above-routine needs would not be identified. To illustrate, children identified by the CS but not the CRG were substantially more likely to have parents who reported a need for coordination of care with school or day care than those identified by the CRG algorithm only. These CS-only children were also more likely to need care from multiple types of providers as well as specialized services (eg, medical equipment, special therapy, mental health services); 41.2% needed specialized services (based on parent report) compared to 11.3% of those identified by the CRG method alone.

Similar to the CRG method, an 84% agreement in classifying individual children was found between the CS and classifications based on the CMS/ACA code list released in 2012 for use by Primary Care Medical Home demonstration efforts. Also similarly, the CS identified substantially more children (17.8% identified by the CS vs 6.2% identified using the short CMS/ACA code list). The lower prevalence rate from the CMS/ACA list is likely to yield samples of children in individual primary care practices that may be too small to allow quality-of-care measures to be compared across practices. Further, the additional children identified using the more broad-based CS have health services use and health impact profiles indicative of the presence of SHCN (Fig. 2).

Concluding Comments

To effectively inform and guide health care services, policies and programs, methods of identifying CSHCN must be 1) practical and sustainable for the settings in which they will be used, 2) standardized across children and environments, and 3) result in identifying children whose characteristics are understood and sufficiently homogenous to guide decision making. Specifying an identification method requires addressing a wide range of conceptual and methodological issues. Many of these stem from the inherent lack of a gold standard for defining CSHCN, and the highly context-dependent nature of defining and identifying CSHCN in a way that addresses the various purposes for which identification is required (eg, quality measurement, program planning, quality improvement, program enrollment).

Although designed and tested before the year 2000, the purposes and key issues considered in the design of the CS remain relevant to today’s priorities for identifying CSHCN at the population, health system, practice, and individual levels. In addition to its relevance to quality measurement reporting requirements set forth through CHIPRA and the ACA, the
CS also has relevance to the Meaningful Use standards for electronic health records advanced through the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act enacted as part of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act. Inclusion of data from the parent-reported CS into the medical health record would enable the stratification of Meaningful Use quality indicators by CSHCN status.

The CS may also have relevance for emerging accountable or coordinated care organizations. These systems can utilize the CS to identify robust subgroups that are more homogenous in complexity and costs of care for purposes of triaging children for alternative payment, care coordination, and cross-cutting, non-diagnostic specific health and quality measurement and improvement strategies. When used at a population level, children meeting CS criteria and not administrative code-based algorithms might be ideal groups for prevention efforts, as CSHCN with current unmet needs may be included. These may be children whose health issues may escalate into costly future utilization of services.

Here we address only a subset of common questions, design features, and findings from the use of the CS that have emerged since 2000. The highlighted issues are intended to inform consideration of the use of the CS in the new contexts for which it may now be even more relevant, as well as to advance its valid use in research, practice, and policy contexts. Although there is no gold standard in identifying CSHCN and numerous methods are appropriate depending on the purpose for identification, the CS continues to provide an efficient, well-tested, flexible, discriminating, and patient-centered method for identifying CSHCN in populations of children, and it provides numerous options for scoring and identifying relevant subgroups of CSHCN. Further research is especially required to better understand ongoing issues of identification for non-English-speaking populations and for clinical application purposes.
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**What’s new**

In response to renewed national focus on children with special health care needs (CSHCN), we recap the development, design features, and findings on the use of the CSHCN Screener since 2000. Current perspectives on common questions about its validity and use in research, policy, and practice are addressed.
Figure 1.
Continuum for defining a consequences-based, non-categorical, non-condition-specific MCHB definition of CSHCN.
Figure 2.
Prevalence of children qualifying on CS and/or ACA medical home section 2703 condition list and their average adjusted total medical expenditures and average annualized number of office visits. Data source: 2008 MEPS Full Year Consolidated Data File. A standard 2-part model was used to accommodate the skewed distribution of health care expenditures, adjusting for age, sex, race/ethnicity, and household income.
Table 1
Comparison of Selected Measures of Health Care Use, and Health and Family Impact for Children With and Without Special Health Care Needs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Non-CSHCN</th>
<th>CSHCN*</th>
<th>CSHCN with Only Asthma and/or Allergies†</th>
<th>CSHCN with Conditions Other than Allergies and/or Asthma‡</th>
<th>CSHCN with None of the 16 Conditions Included in Survey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of all CSHCN</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>34.7%</td>
<td>56.3%</td>
<td>8.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average # of doctor visits</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent with 9+ visits</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>21.6%</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
<td>26.9%</td>
<td>17.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent with 2+ emergency room visits</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>19.3%</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
<td>22.2%</td>
<td>13.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average # of specialists/special services needed (of 10 included in survey‡)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average # of functional difficulties reported (of 14 included in survey§)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent with 2+ functional difficulties (of 14 included in survey)</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
<td>54.2%</td>
<td>22.2%</td>
<td>77.9%</td>
<td>29.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average # of current conditions reported (of 16 included in survey)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent with 2+ current conditions reported (among 16 included in the survey)</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>57.2%</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>73.7%</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent whose parents cut back or stopped working due to child’s health needs</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
<td>12.7%</td>
<td>31.9%</td>
<td>15.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CSHCN indicates children with special health care needs.

Data source: National Survey of Children with Special Health Care Needs, 2005–2006, including both the public use interview file and referent data file. All health care visit and need measures were assessed for the past 12 months.

* CSHCN comprised 14.8% all children aged 0 to 17 years.

† Among the 16 conditions asked about,7% had asthma only; 11% allergies only; 16% both; 75.8% of these children qualified on prescription medication CSHCN Screener criterion only; 15% qualified on the activity limitations criterion.

‡ Including specialist care; mental health care; occupational therapy, physical therapy, or speech therapy; substance abuse treatment; home health care; hearing aids/hearing care; mobility aids; communication aids; medical supplies; durable medical equipment.

§ Functional difficulties included: learning, understanding or paying attention; breathing or other respiratory problems, feeling anxious or depressed, behavior problems, speaking, communicating, or being understood, making and keeping friends, repeated or chronic physical pain, including headaches, taking care of self, such as eating, dressing, bathing, coordination or moving around, swallowing, digesting food, or metabolism, using his/her hands, seeing even when wearing glasses or contact lenses, hearing even when using a hearing aid/other device, blood circulation.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CSHCN Subgroup</th>
<th>CSHCN Screener Scoring Criteria</th>
<th>Adjusted Average Medical Expenditure</th>
<th>Potential Relevance of Each Subgroup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSHCN with less complex needs</td>
<td>Meets <em>only</em> criterion 1 on need or use of medication</td>
<td>$2,705</td>
<td>In primary care settings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSHCN with more complex needs</td>
<td>Meets <em>2 or more</em> of any criteria, indicating multiple types of needs</td>
<td>$4,003</td>
<td>For efforts seeking to coordinate or integrate services between primary care and specialist care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSHCN with limitation in daily activities due to ongoing health conditions</td>
<td>Meets activity limitations criterion in addition to any other criterion (virtually all meet other criteria)</td>
<td>$4,866</td>
<td>For efforts related to transition to adulthood or improving coordination of care with non-medical, health-related community-based services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSHCN who met 3 or more criteria</td>
<td>CSHCN who meet 3 or more criteria</td>
<td>$6,755</td>
<td>For efforts focused on reducing medical expenditures and overall system integration efforts, including initiatives to reduce hospitalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSHCN with more complex EDB</td>
<td>CSHCN meeting EDB criterion (question 5) and at least 1 other criterion</td>
<td>$5,813</td>
<td>For efforts to reduce medical expenditures and integrating primary care and behavioral/mental health care services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CSHCN indicates children with special health care needs; EDB, emotional, developmental, and behavioral conditions.

Data source: 2008 Medical Expenditure Panel Survey (average expenditures adjusted using 2-part model to account for outliers).
Table 3
Variations in Health Service Needs, Expenditures, and Functioning Across CSHCN Screener Subgroups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All CSHCN in US</th>
<th>CSHCN with Less Complex Needs</th>
<th>CSHCN with More Complex Needs</th>
<th>CSHCN With Limitation in Daily Activities Due to Ongoing Health Conditions</th>
<th>CSHCN who Met 3 or More Criteria</th>
<th>CSHCN with More Complex EDB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of CSHCN in each subgroup</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>39.3%</td>
<td>60.7%</td>
<td>23.5%</td>
<td>27.9%</td>
<td>26.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated number of children (in thousands)</td>
<td>11,102</td>
<td>4,358</td>
<td>6,743</td>
<td>2,607</td>
<td>3,093</td>
<td>2,973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child utilizes multiple health care services</td>
<td>75.6%</td>
<td>56.0%</td>
<td>88.4%</td>
<td>91.5%</td>
<td>95.7%</td>
<td>94.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need and/or use of specialist care</td>
<td>47.5%</td>
<td>36.4%</td>
<td>54.6%</td>
<td>63.3%</td>
<td>63.0%</td>
<td>55.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four or more functional difficulties noted</td>
<td>45.6%</td>
<td>17.7%</td>
<td>63.6%</td>
<td>78.5%</td>
<td>82.2%</td>
<td>81.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily activities consistently affected often or a great deal</td>
<td>27.1%</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
<td>40.9%</td>
<td>69.1%</td>
<td>60.3%</td>
<td>53.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missed 11+ school days in past year</td>
<td>15.5%</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
<td>20.1%</td>
<td>27.0%</td>
<td>25.7%</td>
<td>21.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 or more ED visits in past year</td>
<td>21.6%</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
<td>25.1%</td>
<td>31.0%</td>
<td>28.5%</td>
<td>24.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average adjusted total health care expenditures per child</td>
<td>$3,392</td>
<td>$2,705</td>
<td>$4,003</td>
<td>$4,866</td>
<td>$6,755</td>
<td>$5,813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 or more office-based visits in past year</td>
<td>17.1%</td>
<td>8.6%</td>
<td>23.2%</td>
<td>23.6%</td>
<td>34.9%</td>
<td>32.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Families paid more than $1,000 in out-of-pocket medical expenses</td>
<td>22.1%</td>
<td>17.1%</td>
<td>25.4%</td>
<td>28.3%</td>
<td>30.5%</td>
<td>28.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSHCN whose conditions cause financial problems for the family</td>
<td>21.6%</td>
<td>9.7%</td>
<td>29.2%</td>
<td>40.0%</td>
<td>39.8%</td>
<td>35.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Families who spend 11+ hours providing/ coordinating child's health care</td>
<td>13.1%</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td>18.1%</td>
<td>29.5%</td>
<td>26.7%</td>
<td>21.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSHCN whose conditions cause family members to cut back/ stop working</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
<td>9.4%</td>
<td>35.1%</td>
<td>49.8%</td>
<td>48.3%</td>
<td>42.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family member(s) avoided changing jobs in order to maintain health insurance for child</td>
<td>17.7%</td>
<td>11.3%</td>
<td>21.8%</td>
<td>28.0%</td>
<td>26.7%</td>
<td>24.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CSHCN indicates children with special health care needs; EDB, emotional, developmental, and behavioral conditions; and ED, emergency department.